
AURONPLAY
AuronPlay is one of the most important youtubers in Spain.

AuronPlay ( Auron , Raul or reservoir )  currently has approximately 3,000,000 subscribers . It is 
one of the YouTubers Spanish Oldest platform to make blogs

It is also about current social topics .
In the beginning, back in 2006, their videos were basically judgments on different subjects, 
mostly casual. 

Content of his channel-From 2012, he devoted himself to perform various "video-critical" to 
the world of YouTube; youtubers different, as  jpelirrojo, who almost makes you close your 
channel; or the phenomenon of gameplays. His  critical vision and hardness caused him many 
enemies and soon conflicts with other youtubers, which led him to the closure of its channel by
strikes and what led him to rethink that content should rise.

From 2013 until today, the channel focuses on humoristic other unpopular videos critical 
network. It also tends to make prank calls or a collection of messages funnier forums. This new 
content made considerably increase its fame on the Internet, reaching, in early 2015, one 
million subscribers.

Among his most famous videos include: The festival Tomorowland; How to be swag; Apple 
Store, instead of hanging out; and GHVIP The controversial video that generated a lot of social 
mobilization networks and a major impact on the media press. In July 2015, he published the 
video The mock on, Josemi, where he criticizes his song getting a great impact and a dramatic 
increase of views and subscribers. From that video several related were made.

Personal life Auronplay - 0.jpg AuronPlay today. His real name is Raul , was born on
November 5, 1988 , he is 27 years old . It is Barcelona, Spain . He has a brother four years older



than him and a sister 16 years younger than him . Not much is known about his tastes. He likes
video games, but not in an exaggerated way , is a fan of the GTA series , has played Pokémon,
also plays Minecraft and Rust, as seen in the channel of his friend Perxitaa , also likes football,

is Barca , and , as told in some videos , loves rock (bands like Oasis and the Killers ) .

Auron play in the acctuality                                          Auronplay at the age of 18 


